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Coleman,   L.M.   (2020).   Deeper   Discussions   in   Math   Add   Up.    Educational   Leadership,    p.   58-62.   
  

Summary:   
Though   it   is   a   short   article,   LauraMarie   Coleman’s   piece   Deeper   Discussions   in   Math   Add   Up   
had   some   helpful   examples   of   personal   experiences   and   research   showing   how   discussions   in   
math   class   that   focus   on   different   ways   to   think   about   a   problem   can   be   much   richer   and   provide   
deeper   learning   than   rote   memorization   of   mathematical   rules.   The   major   thing   that   struck   me   in   
this   article   was   the   quote,   “How   can   I   use   what   I   know   in   this   new   situation.”   It   was   written   to   
drive   home   the   way   in   which   mathematicians   think   about   problems   and   how   to   encourage   that   
kind   of   mindset   in   our   students.   By   encouraging   that   mindset   and   providing   space   for   
mathematical   discussions   in   class,   we   increase   student   learning,   motivate   students,   support   
teachers'   understanding   and   assessing   of   student   thinking   and   shift   the   mathematical   authority   
from   teacher   and/or   textbook   to   community.   With   these   ideas   in   mind,   we   need   to   design   a   
lesson   in   which   there   are   multiple   ways   for   students   to   share   and   highlight   their   thinking;   think   
time,   sharing   with   trusted   partners,   whole   class   discussions,   and   limited   direct   instruction   from   
the   teacher.     
  

Delpit,   L.   D.   (2012).   " Multiplication   is   for   white   people":   Raising   expectations   for   other   people's   
children .   The   New   press.  
  

Summary:   
In    “Multiplication   Is   for   White   People”:   Raising   Expectations   for   Other   People’s   Children ,   Lisa   
Delpit   reflects   on   educational   reforms   that   focus   on   the   Black/White   achievement   gap   in   
America’s   public   schools.   She   reminds   educators   that   no   achievement   gap   exists   at   birth.   Delpit   
reflects   upon   years   of   classroom   experience   with   research   and   personal   anecdotes   as   a   mother   
and   educator.   The   book   lays   out   key   ideas   and   strategies   for   raising   expectations   for   minority   
children,   particularly   Black   youth.   We   will   design   our   lesson   so   that   it   will   meet   these   
recommendations   by   highlighting   student   ideas   in   their   responses   to   the   Desmos   slides,   what   
they   type   in   the   chat,   and   what   they   share   verbally   in   the   breakout   rooms   and   whole   class   
discussions.   The   ideas   from   her   book   include:   

1. Recognize   the   importance   of   a   teacher   and   good   teaching   
2. Recognize   the   brilliance   of   poor,   urban   children   and   teach   them   more   content   
3. Demand   critical   thinking   and   access   to   basic   skills   
4. Challenge   racist   societal   views   
5. Recognize   and   build   on   children’s   strengths   
6. Connect   what   students   already   know   to   school-taught   knowledge  
7. Sense   of   family   and   caring   in   the   classroom   
8. Monitor   and   assess   students’   needs,   use   diverse   strategies   
9. Honor   and   respect   the   children’s   home   cultures   
10. Connection   to   community   

  
  

Delpit,   L.   (Ed.).   (2019).    Teaching   when   the   World   is   on   Fire .   The   New   Press.   
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Summary:   
In    Teaching   When   the   World   Is   on   Fire ,   Lisa   Delpit   has   put   together   a   collection   of   essays   
addressing   critical   issues   facing   teachers   in   these   tumultuous   times.   Delpit   shares   her   wisdom   
and   experience   and   shares   commentary   from   K-12   educators,   principals,   and   classroom   
teachers.   This   collection   of   narratives   includes   observations   on   safety   from   Pedro   Noguera   and   
Carla   Shalaby;   ideas   on   looking   into   politics   from   William   Ayers   and   Mica   Pollock;   Christopher   
Emdin’s   instruction   on   ways   to   respect   and   connect   with   black   and   brown   students;   Hazel   
Edwards’s   ideas   about   safe   spaces   for   transgender   and   gender-nonconforming   students;   
James   W.   Loewen’s   advice   on   exploring   symbols   of   the   American   South;   and   current   thoughts   
from   Bill   Bigelow   on   studying   the   climate   crisis.   I   really   appreciated   hearing   from   a   variety   of   
experts   on   a   variety   of   topics   that   we   deal   with   as   educators.   One   thing   that   struck   me   was   
William   Ayers   comment   that   since   teaching   is   always   relational,   we   are   attending   to   the   group   
and   the   distinct   individuals   within   it.   This   made   me   think   about   how   we   use   focus   students   to   
help   design   our   lessons.   When   we   think   of   specific   individuals   in   the   group   we   can   design   
lessons   that   are   more   personalized   and   relate   better   to   the   students   we   are   teaching.   
  

Goodwin,   Bryan   (2014).   Get   All   Students   to   Speak   Up.    Educational   Leadership ,   November   
2014,   82-83.   
  

Summary:   
In   the   article,   Goodwin   mentions   the   phenomenon   of   the   “vital   few   and   trivial   many”   that   
management   guru   Joseph   Juran   coined   in   a   1975   research   study.   This   phenomenon   happens   
across   disciplines   and   is   where   80%   of   a   product   comes   from   20%   of   people.   In   terms   of   
education,   this   is   a   trend   in   which   a   “small   portion   of   students   tend   to   account   for   a   large   portion   
of   the   discourse   that   occurs,”.   Some   ways   that   have   been   shown   to   help   dismantle   this   unfair,   
oppressive   pattern   are   shifting   the   position   of   students   in   the   “action   zone”   (the   area   in   which   
students   are   most   apt   to   engage   in   discussions,   primarily   the   front   and   middle   rows   of   traditional   
classrooms),   having   small   group   discussions   prior   to   whole-class   discussions   (ie   
think-pair-shares   and   heads   together   type   activities),   providing   wait   time   between   asking   a   
question   and   expecting   an   answer   that   is   proportionate   to   the   complexity   of   the   topic,   and   
asking   fewer,   more   thoughtful   questions.     
  

Hammond,   Z.   (2014).    Culturally   responsive   teaching   and   the   brain:   Promoting   authentic   
engagement   and   rigor   among   culturally   and   linguistically   diverse   students .   Corwin   Press.   
  

Summary:   
In   this   book,   Zaretta   Hammond   uses   neuroscience   research   to   suggest   ways   in   which   educators   
can   design   curriculums   that   are   culturally   responsive   and   compatible   to   the   ways   in   which   
students'   brains   work.   Her   approach   is   innovative   and   provides   specific   examples   and   
instruction   on   how   to   create   lessons   in   which   students   are   engaged   in   various   ways.   The   book   
includes   information   on   how   each   person’s   culture   programs   their   brain   to   process   data   and   
affects   learning   relationships.   Hammond   recommends   ten   “key   moves”   that   will   support   
students’   learning,   including   helping   them   become   more   independent   learners.   In   this   lesson   we   
will   focus   on   building   authentic   relationships   between   teacher   and   students   as   well   among   
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students   themselves,   using   the   brain’s   memory   system   for   deeper   learning   by   activating   prior   
knowledge,   and   creating   a   community   of   learners   through   opportunities   for   students   to   build   on   
each   other’s   ideas.     
  

Minor,   C.   (2019).    We   Got   This.   Equity,   Access,   and   the   Quest   to   Be   Who   Our   Students   Need   Us   
to   Be .   Portsmouth,   NH:   Heinemann.   
  

Summary:   
Cornelius   Minor   does   an   excellent   job   challenging   the   trope   that   teachers   are   superheroes   in   his   
engaging,   functional,   and   entertaining,    We   Got   This .   With   personal   stories   about   challenges   and   
triumphs   he   has   faced   as   an   educator,   he   makes   the   content   of   the   book   engaging   and   
relatable.   He   includes   many   graphic   organizers,   outlines,   and   recommended   steps   educators   
can   take   to   relate   to   and   engage   with   the   people   with   whom   they   work,   making   the   book   a   
functional   piece   of   any   educator’s   toolbox.   The   illustrations   by   Jamal   Igle   lend   the   book   a   playful   
and   comic-book-like   quality   that   makes   it   fun   and   plays   off   of   the   superhero   trope   Minor   is   
challenging.   Throughout   the   book,   there   are   tools,   attributes,   and   strategies   that   Minor   shares   to   
show   how   authentically   listening   to   kids   is   the   closest   thing   to   a   superpower   that   educators   
have.     
  

Muhammad,   G.   (2020).    Cultivating   genius:   An   equity   framework   for   culturally   and   historically   
responsive   literacy .   Scholastic   Incorporated.   
  

Summary:   
In    Cultivating   Genius ,   Dr.   Gholdy   E.   Muhammad   presents   a   four-layered   equity   framework   that   
is   grounded   in   history   and   literacy   education.   This   framework,   which   she   calls   Historically   
Responsive   Literacy   was   influenced   by   the   study   of   literacy   development   within   19th-century   
Black   literacy   societies.   The   four   layers   are:   

1. Identity   Development:   Helping   youth   to   make   sense   of   themselves   and   others   
2. Skill   Development:   Developing   proficiencies   across   the   academic   disciplines   
3. Intellectual   Development:   Gaining   knowledge   and   becoming   smarter   
4. Criticality:   Learning   and   developing   the   ability   to   read   texts   (including   print   and   social   

contexts)   to   understand   power,   equity,   and   anti-oppression   
When   these   four   learning   objectives   are   taught   together   through   the   Historically   Responsive   
Literacy   framework,   all   students   receive   opportunities   for   personal,   intellectual,   and   academic   
success,   just   as   Black   people   historically   pursued   these   goals.   Muhammad   includes   
self-reflective   questions   for   educators   and   culturally   and   historically   responsive   sample   lesson   
plans   and   text   that   include   many   different   grades   levels   and   content   areas.     


